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Dedication

For Abby and Zack
May you always know that you are loved
and feel supported to find your
place in this world.

Leadership requires two things:
a vision of the world that does
not yet exist and the ability to
communicate it.
—Simon Sinek

Chapter 4
What Does Your Ideal
Classroom Look Like?

I asked a district leader what his ideal classroom looked
like, and he responded, “It’s hard to put my finger on it, but I know
it when I see it.”
His response is common but also problematic.
Think about it for a minute: If you were a teacher in the school
and your administrator couldn’t articulate what desired teaching
and learning looks like, how would you ever know if you knew how
to or if you even could meet the expectations?
As I talk to district and school leaders, I hear another common refrain of “transforming teaching and learning.” But when I
talk to teachers, they rarely have a clear understanding of what that
means or what their role in that change is. In order to realize the
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type of teaching and learning necessary in classrooms today, we
(from administrators, to teachers, to parents) need to have open
discussions about what we want learners to know and do. And we
also need to admit that no one person has all the answers. We need
to be willing to have conversations, seek out research, and explore
approaches together without punishment or fear but in service of
learners in each of our classrooms and schools.
In the article, “How Does Professional Development Improve
Teaching,” Mary Kennedy describes the conflicting messages that
many teachers receive regarding expectations for their classrooms.
“[A]s a society we expect teachers to treat all children equally, yet
respond to each child’s unique needs; to be strict yet forgiving; and
to be intellectually demanding yet leave no child behind.”34
District leaders, principals, and teachers have different experiences and beliefs about what equality, personalization, and innovation mean in each classroom and what policies and procedures
need to be in place to reach our desired goals. The problem is often
a lack of common understanding about what this actually looks like
in diverse classrooms. What might sound good in the district office
or make sense on paper might not work as intended or imagined
in the classrooms. Or what works in one classroom with one population might not apply to another classroom with a completely
different dynamic. On the other hand, many teachers have ideas
or know a better way to meet the needs of learners in their classrooms but don’t share their ideas or try something new because
they assume they aren’t allowed, it’s not in the district framework,
or unclear expectations raise too many questions. The lack of discussion about the type of teaching and learning that we want to see
in classrooms has resulted in classrooms centered on programs and
subject areas rather than on deep, meaningful learning.
34
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What’s Your Message?
Frustration and miscommunication stem from an absence of
vision or a vision that is disconnected from professional learning
and day-to-day practices. Perceptions of priorities can vary widely
across team members if those in leadership do not intentionally
develop a common understanding and consistently message and
support a common vision. In The Fifth Discipline, Peter Senge
describes this confusion as wasted energy. It leads to individuals
working very hard, but due to the lack of alignment, their efforts
fail to efficiently or effectively move the team toward a common
goal. Without coherence, people often move in fragmented directions or even worse, fail to move at all.
Most districts have a vision statement, but few know what it
is or use it to guide their work. When I ask people at all levels of a
district about their vision, I hear a few common themes that hold
districts back from living out that vision:
No Buy-In—The first is that people don’t know the vision
because it’s way too long, and they have no buy-in or connection to it. Some committee developed it a long time ago,
and it lives on the website or on a plaque on the wall, but
nobody ever pays attention to what it actually says, let alone
uses it to drive decision making.
Multiple Visions—Another common challenge is multiple and competing vision statements. When I ask teachers
about the school’s or district’s vision, I know there’s a problem if they respond, “Which one? The one for technology?
For literacy? For the school?” A system should have one unifying vision to ensure a common focus. Each school, team,
and department should take time to define what the vision
means for them and how their work is guided by it rather
than create multiple and or competing vision statements.
97
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Accountability Focused—One of the most common
responses I hear from teachers in regard to their district’s
vision is, “I’m not sure what our vision is but our focus is
the standards and college and career readiness.” In other
words, they know what the school measures them on even
if they aren’t sure of the vision that should serve to help
them achieve those goals. The message regarding what is
important and what is valued within a district is constantly
being communicated by what we ask people to spend time
on, what learners are evaluated on, and what is recognized.
Are the messages you are sending and priorities aligned
with your vision?
What it seems that we are lacking in education is what renowned
educators and authors Michael Fullan and Joann Quinn35 define
as coherence or the “[s]hared depth of understanding about the
purpose and nature of the work.” When systems struggle to meet
desired goals, it is often a result of a misalignment between the
vision, assessment, and practices. Most educators go into the profession to make a difference, but a stark contrast exists in systems
where the goal is to improve test scores versus one where people
aspire to develop the individual talents and skills of the learners.
Many district vision statements indicate the latter, but what they
do does not always serve this goal. The messages you send in professional learning for teachers, expectations in the classrooms, how
principals lead schools, and how educators talk to kids say more
about what is important and more clearly communicate what your
district is about than any vision statement. Here are a few contradictions in messaging that have stood out to me as I visit schools:
35
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Message

Contradicting Reality

Students are provided with
their own laptops.

Cell phones are banned.

Open access to digital
resources is provided.

Classes use and print static
“digital textbooks.”

Google can be used to find
any fact.

Students are required to
memorize facts.

We want students to be
global citizens.

The school blocks access to
YouTube and social media.

We believe no two students
are alike.

Standardized assessment
practices are used to measure
performance and success.

We want students and
teachers to be motivated.

Opportunities for autonomy,
purpose, and mastery
are removed.

We believe that when students
share their learning, they
experience more meaningful
education experiences.

All grades are based on
assignments turned in to
the teacher.

It’s a little ironic, don’t ya think?

What We Say and What We Do
Schools commonly use strategic plans or vision statements that
describe the desire to develop life-long learners, global citizens, critical thinkers, and the like, yet a misalignment often occurs between
99
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the vision, policies, and practices. Bill Ferriter, a sixth-grade teacher
in North Carolina, shares how that impacts learning and teaching:
There’s a constant tension between what we SAY
we want our students to know and be able to do
and what we LIST as priorities in our mandated
pacing guides. Almost twenty years into the twentyfirst century, we continue to give lip service to the
importance of things like creativity, communication,
collaboration, and critical thinking, but we create
no real space for that kind of content in our school,
district, and/or state curricula guides. Worse yet,
we do nothing to assess those skills. Instead, we are
still holding students and schools accountable for
nothing more than the mastery of settled facts. That
has to change. Plain and simple.

So going back to the opening thought of this chapter, if we want
to better align our schools with the world we live in and develop
the type of learners and people that will be productive citizens,
administrators, teachers, families, and the greater community must
work together to develop a shared understanding of the desired
outcomes for students and align the vision, policies, and practices.
I hope that we engage in more conversations in our communities
and seek to better understand answers to the following questions:
1. What type of learners do we want to develop?
2. How might we develop the desired knowledge, skills,
and mindsets?
3. How might we assess the desired outcomes?
4. What is the role of the teacher?
5. What is the role of technology?
6. How can we all work together to achieve our
desired outcomes?
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I don’t believe that there are any right answers to these questions
as they will differ based on context, but we can’t assume the answers
are the same as they have always been. To ensure schools evolve to
meet the needs of learners in our schools today, it is incumbent
on leaders to convene the greater community to examine beliefs
about learning and teaching and consider how schools can best
serve the learners.
Doing well on a test is not an end goal.
The Future of Jobs Report describes the urgency to prepare
people for the not-so-distant future.36 “The talent to manage, shape
and lead the changes underway will be in short supply unless we
take action today to develop it. For a talent revolution to take place,
governments and businesses will need to profoundly change their
approach to education, skills, and employment, and their approach
to working with each other.”
According to the report, the skills
that will be in high demand by 2020 are:
• Complex Problem Solving
• Critical Thinking
• Creativity
• People Management
• Coordinating with Others
• Emotional Intelligence
• Judgment and Decision Making
• Service Orientation
• Negotiation
• Cognitive Flexibility

36

“The Future of Jobs Report,” World Economic Forum, 2016, http://reports.weforum.org/
future-of-jobs-2016.
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Doing well on a test
is not an end goal.
As 2020 is quickly approaching, we must look beyond. The
world of work demands individuals who embody these skills, but
many schools still rely on antiquated systems and testing practices.
We must rethink why, what, and how we learn in schools for students to thrive in the information economy of today and tomorrow, not yesterday.

Create your future from your future,
not your past.
—Werner Erhard
What Is Your Desired Graduate Profile?
Great leaders at all levels cultivate a shared vision and create the
conditions that inspire and support others to achieve that vision of
the future. One effective strategy for communicating this vision is
to create a profile that defines the skills, knowledge, and mindsets
that students should develop by the time they graduate. To support
the development of a graduate profile, our team at the University of
San Diego’s Institute for Entrepreneurship in Education developed
the following Student Competencies and accompanying graphic.
It is based on research and defines the critical knowledge, skills,
and mindsets necessary to be successful in personal, academic, and
professional environments.37

37
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A graduate profile can serve as the north star to align the initiatives and resources to develop the desired “graduate.” It is not
meant to be something that is copied or adapted as a whole, but it
is used to spark conversation about the goals in your context. The
power of creating a graduate profile is not just the final product but
in the conversations and the alignment that comes as a result. A
shared vision and clarity about what you want students to know
and do should guide all decisions, not the minutes that a publisher
says you should spend on a program or the sequence of a textbook.
Instead, use a graduate profile to define what you want students to
be able to know and do and then backwards map from there what it
will take to design authentic learning experiences that will facilitate
the development of the desired competencies (knowledge, skills,
and dispositions) in learners. I believe we would then see a greater
shift in our classrooms.
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Creating a Shared Vision
Peter Senge points out that the only vision people ever commit
to is their own. Without ongoing conversations about the vision
and what it means in your unique context, it’s impossible to build
a shared vision across a community. One of my favorite strategies
to begin this conversation is called Significant Learning. This strategy not only builds community but helps foster purposeful conversations about past experiences and beliefs and allows a team to
co-create a vision for what is possible in our classrooms.
Here’s how it works:
1) Reflect on a significant learning experience where you
learned something new that has stuck with you and made
an impact. This doesn’t have to be in school. Think riding a
bike, learning to snowboard, driving a car. Anything.
2) Take a minute or two and independently jot down some
thoughts about a significant learning experience. Think not
only about what you learned but how you learned.
• What was the context?
• Who was involved?
• How did you feel?
3) In small groups of three to five people, have each person
take three minutes to share their experience.
4) After each person has shared, the group should come
up with some common themes from each of the learning experiences.
5) Share the themes as a whole group and capture them on
a shared document. (Note: This can serve as a great tool for
conversations about teaching and learning.)
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6) As a group, reflect on the following prompts:
• How often are these types of experiences the core of
our learning in classrooms?
• What might be areas of strength that you are seeing?
Areas for growth?
• How might you collectively close the gap to create
the significant learning experiences?
No matter how often I do this activity or how diverse the crowd,
the themes that surface in Significant Learning experiences remain
consistent. People discuss learning in ways that are purposeful and
for an authentic audience. Typically, these experiences involve a
variety of opportunities to explore models, receive feedback, and
reflect. Most often, the learning and growth required productive
struggle, risk, guidance, and mentorship.
I love watching people engaged in these Significant Learning
conversations because they can’t keep from smiling as they conjure
up memories of experiences that impacted them. The power in this
strategy is that it provides space for teams to connect and creates
a shared understanding of what Significant Learning means to the
community. Reflecting on our own learning experiences and how
we traditionally learn in schools connects a community around
what matters and drives conversations about the type of learning
you want to see in classrooms and the conditions necessary to
make it happen.

Create a Common Understanding of
Desired Teaching and Learning
So what does good teaching and learning look like? Sound
like? Feel like? Can you define this without any buzzwords? I
often hear educators say, “We are ‘doing’ personalized learning,
blended learning, or inquiry or project-based learning,” but a great
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deal of variation still occurs in how people perceive these types of
learning or what they actually look like in classrooms. In today’s
rapidly changing world, teachers are bombarded with a multitude
of resources and often conflicting messages about what they need
to prepare students to be successful (or what success actually is).
Education Reimagined defines the paradigm shift from teacher-centered to learner-centered as shifting how we see learners
and their critical role in their own learning now and throughout
their lives. The critical focus is that “learners are seen and known
as wondrous, curious individuals with vast capabilities and limitless potential. This paradigm recognizes that learning is a lifelong
pursuit and that our natural excitement and eagerness to discover
and learn should be fostered throughout our lives, particularly in
our earliest years.” When we focus on learners and connect to their
interests, needs, and goals, we can create experiences that spark
curiosity, ignite passion, and unleash genius. As I work with diverse
educators and talk with students, common characteristics always
surface when people share powerful learning experiences. They
often share significant learning experiences:
• Are personal
• Allow learners to exert agency
• Have goals and accountability
• Are inquiry-based
• Are collaborative
• Are authentic
• Allow for productive struggle
• Provide and use models
• Ensure time for critique and revision as well
as reflection
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As I think about some of the most impactful learning experiences
in my own life, they align with the same characteristics that I hear
from others. One of the most recent and definitely impactful learning experiences was the opportunity to participate in a TEDx event
and do a talk along with some amazing friends and educators. My
experience encompassed diverse opportunities for growth and
empowered me to grow and learn significantly. Reflecting on my
own learning and what others share with me regularly makes me
think about how we learn in schools and how critical it is to create the conditions that support learner-centered experiences in
diverse classrooms.
The following examples expand on these ten characteristics of
learner-centered experiences.

Personal
In an effort to create more purpose and autonomy in schools,
educators have moved to an increased focus on personalized learning. This is positive, but it can also be overwhelming for those who
are responsible for the outcomes to allow learners (educators and
107
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students) to learn in ways that meet their needs. Too often, for
the sake of convenience, we standardize learning experiences that
rarely meet the needs for all. Instead, personal learning connects to
learner’s beliefs, strengths, experiences, and passions to start from
where the learner is and move forward toward the desired learning goals.
As I reflected on this and connected it to the TEDx experience,
I realized that what made it personal is that I got to choose the
content and had the autonomy to organize the talk in a way that
made sense to me. What is also important to note is that nobody
else spent time making this a personalized learning experience for
me. The goals were the same for all of us: eight minutes to share
your idea worth spreading. The difference was in the flexibility and
resources to learn in ways that met our unique goals and needs. I
had access to resources on public speaking to watch at my own pace
and set milestones to reach along the way that directly related to
developing and delivering the talk.
Agency
To support my learning, I had access to an online course with a
variety of modules. If I wasn’t interested in a course or if it was not
helpful at the moment, I skipped it and found additional resources
that best helped me to meet my overall goal. I was not micromanaged to complete each and every task. Everything I learned was
purposeful and related to growing my own expertise and confidence to be at my personal best, and I was held accountable by an
authentic task.
What these experiences have continuously taught me is that
we can’t control the learners and simultaneously expect them to
be motivated without opportunities to exert agency in the learning
process. Agency comes from the power to act and requires learners
to have the ability to make decisions and take ownership of their
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own behaviors in the process. To close this gap in how we want
to learn in schools will require changing how we design learning
experiences for educators.
Goals + Accountability
From the time we finalized the speaker list to the event date, we
had four weeks to prepare our talks, and it was intense! We backwards mapped our plan from the date of the event and created a
plan and strategic goals to be ready in time. I had weekly checkins with coaches and assignments each week that were directly
related to crafting the speech. At the end of the four weeks, I was
accountable for delivering an eight-minute talk, and my own level
of accountability to bring my personal best to the TEDx talk far
exceeded any external measures that anyone else could have placed
on me.
We often prioritize what we are held accountable for, and for
this very reason, accountability systems are set in place to check
homework, take attendance, and make sure that you teach the curriculum. This is where accountability gets a bad rap. Because it is
often easier to measure, we hold people accountable for standardized tests, grades, and other data that are easy to capture yet often
fail to set goals and hold others accountable for developing the skills
that we say we actually care about, like creative thinking, complex
thinking, problem solving, communication, and innovation.
Inquiry-Based
Inevitably, when learners are posing questions and seeking
answers, they are more invested than if they are being told what
to think or do. In my case, I asked, “What makes a great talk?” and
“How can I best organize and share my ideas?” I was motivated
to read, watch, and listen to a lot of different speakers to organize
my ideas and develop the talk and the slides. When challenges are
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presented or learners can find their own to solve, they are often
more intrinsically motivated to seek answers to questions that they
are genuinely interested in figuring out.
Collaboration
Although I was the only one on stage, this was far from an individual endeavor. I had to work with many people along the way
who were critical to the process and called on different individuals
based on their strengths. And at times when I wasn’t ready, I had a
team that pulled me along and made sure that I was pushed to do
my best. The face-to-face collaboration was important, but I wasn’t
limited by that as I could reach out to others in my network and
learn from diverse individuals. Creating opportunities for learners
to build on the strengths of others and work together allows for
new and better ideas to emerge. When we are exposed to diverse
ideas and perspectives, we grow in our own practice and impact
others as well.
Authentic
My excitement and anxiety about the event was fueled by the
public accountability of my performance in front of people I really
admire. The fact that it was being recorded for anyone to see took it
up a notch too. Having this experience reinforced the importance
of creating opportunities for students to share their work beyond
the classroom. Connecting students with experts, peers, and other
learners allows for a different level of accountability and authentic
feedback than one receives from simply handing something in to a
teacher for a grade. Experiences, where learners solve a challenge
that is meaningful and relevant to their context, can empower
learners to take action and do something that matters to them
and others.
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Critique + Revision
Over course of the four weeks, I had many, many iterations of
my talk. The first ones were bad. Really bad. Thankfully, nobody
was grading my first drafts, and I had multiple opportunities for
critique and revision. I had to push myself to practice in front of my
peers, knowing it was far from perfect. Feedback, by nature, will
unearth what needs to improve and is not always easy to hear. But
if we don’t create conditions where feedback is part of the process,
how can we expect real growth in our learning?
Each version that I shared with my friends, family, and coaches
became better (never perfect). Instead of expecting the first draft to
be the best, we need to realize that with time, clarity, critique, and
revision, we are capable of much more than we realize. When we
raise our expectations and create the conditions to achieve those
expectations, people will often go above and beyond. It is important to deliberately create the conditions where learners feel valued
and can openly share challenges to grow and improve as a critical
part of the learning process.
Productive Struggle
Creating an environment where learners are encouraged to
take risks in pursuit of learning and growth rather than perfection is
absolutely foundational to shifting practices. I know a lot of people
have done these talks or some version of them, and it’s not a big deal.
I also had people tell me that it would be their worst nightmare. It
definitely was a step out of my comfort zone but within reach, and
I am thankful for the opportunity to push myself. This reminded
me of one of my students in seventh grade who had just moved
from the Philippines, and his English was not very strong yet. I had
assigned each student to give a presentation, and he wouldn’t do it. I
could have tried to force him, or I could have failed him, but instead
I asked if he would be willing to share his presentation with me and
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a friend. He thought about it and agreed. This was the right amount
of struggle for him and a safe learning environment, whereas he
felt overwhelmed at the thought of speaking in front of the class.
The learning task has to be within the right range of discomfort and
allow for a productive struggle, or some learners will shut down if
they feel it is too far out of reach—even if you threaten them with
a failing grade. This also means that the right task or product will
likely be different based on the learners in the class.
Models
While I was preparing for my talk, I watched a lot of TED Talks.
They helped me see how great speakers put their stories together,
how to craft their slide deck, and how they connect with their audience. Each time I watched, I had a different focus, depending on
where I was as a learner. Models are very powerful in the learning process, but so often in school, we have this fear of copying or
cheating. We hear a lot of talk about creating rather than consuming, but to create something better, I relied on models to inspire
new ideas and build off and stimulate my own thinking and creativity. No matter how much I loved Brené Brown’s or Simon Sinek’s
talk, I couldn’t copy them, but they did inspire me in a lot of ways.
If an assignment has only one right answer or final product, maybe
there are some opportunities for it to be revised.
Reflection
Reflection is often the forgotten part of the learning process.
In a fast-moving world, taking time to pause and reflect can easily
be cut when we lack time, but it is often the most valuable part of
the learning process. I videotaped myself, and although this was
painful and I hated every minute of watching it, it helped me see
what I looked and sounded like so that I could reflect on where I
could improve. Taking in what I had learned from others and the
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feedback I received and figuring out how to make the changes in
my own way was critical to my growth.
—
These ten characteristics can help identify what we want to see
in classrooms and ignite conversations about the current reality.
I was working with a group of school leaders, including administrators and teachers, to dig deeper into what each of these characteristics would look like in their classrooms. Each team picked
a different characteristic and dove into what it meant to them,
brainstormed what success would look like if they saw these characteristics in the classroom, defined the behaviors that they would
expect, and designed something that they could do to bring it to
life the next day to make this shift. One group created a list of challenges designed to stimulate ideas for learners to explore. Their list
included open-ended questions such as, What problems would
you like to solve? What is the job of an engineer? Where did your
lunch come from today? Another group focused on connected
learning and created a form for parents and community members
to sign up based on topics that they would be willing to advise the
class on based on their expertise. These were just a few of the ideas
the teams came up with that were way more interesting than those I
could have imagined, and they were much more likely to take them
back and implement them because they were their ideas.
When educators have opportunities to talk about how we learn
best and what that looks like in the classroom rather than what
curriculum or program we are using, it can help create a shared
understanding and allow for opportunities for learner-centered
innovation to create the desired experiences that we are striving for
in schools. Too often without bringing teachers into the conversation, decisions are made based on assumptions as well as our own
beliefs and perspectives rather than what is currently happening in
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classrooms. What if you spent time with your staff talking about
what to look for, adding your own ideas, or creating your own list
and examples that resonate in your context?

Build the Foundation, Not the Ceiling
The best teachers do not use a single approach or follow one
curriculum; they create the context and experiences for diverse
students to learn and grow. To meet the needs of the kids in our
classroom, we need to use a variety of approaches depending on
the learners and the learning objectives. A culture that empowers
teachers to take risks can allow for better practices to emerge as
teachers learn, iterate, and invent new practices based on the needs
of the learners. To do this well, once you’ve established within
your learning community what the students need to be able to
know and do and what learning should look like, the next step is to
find resources that empower learners at every level to excel. Highquality resources and frameworks allow for creativity and innovation when they provide the foundation—not the ceiling—for what
teachers can build on and adapt.
Based on the context, the resources, and the desired learning
goals, teachers can vary designs across the following continuum to
meet the needs of the learners:
Replicate—Uses externally designed curriculum and
resource in existing sequence and format as designed
Adapt—Uses externally designed curriculum and modifies
existing sequences and format based on the learning goals
Integrate—Curates resources from a variety of sources to
meet the needs of the learners and learning goals
Innovate—Creates new and better learning experiences based on the context, learning goals, and needs of
the learners.
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In Scaling up Excellence, Bob Sutton and Huggy Rao describe
what they call the Catholic-to-Buddhist continuum that plays a
critical role in scaling efforts in diverse organizations.38 On one end,
expectations allow for local, customized decisions (Buddhism).
On the other end, expectations lean toward increased standardization and replication (Catholicism). The authors describe the role
of leaders: “managing the tension between replicating tried-andtrue practices and modifying them (or inventing new ones) to fit
local conditions weighs on decision makers, shapes key events, and
leads to success or failure.” This continuum could be powerful to
discuss as a staff or a district to define what you value and what
practices you believe need to be standardized and which need to be
customized to scale up best practices or create new ones.
Here are some examples of this Catholic-Buddhist continuum
in schools:
Catholicism—Student art projects are hanging neatly in a
well-organized fashion on the back wall. Every project looks
exactly the same and is differentiated only by the student’s
name. Each part of the art project was done step by step,
with a correct way to complete the picture. Each student
38

Bob Sutton and Huggy Rao, Scaling Up Excellence: Getting to More Without Settling for Less
(United Kingdom: Random House Business, 2015).
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had been given the same sentence starters and followed the
same format to describe his or her picture. Students in this
school read through the textbook/curriculum, staying on
the same page at the same time to ensure all learners have
access to the same content. These lessons will likely ensure
that students complete the desired assignment with access
to the same content but leave little room for the creation of
new ideas or knowledge.
Buddhism—Students in this school stay busy working
on their Genius Hour or inquiry projects. They can pick
anything they are interested in to explore and learn more.
Customization and personal control are key parts of learning. Students make decisions about the resources they want
to use and the learning path they will take. They enjoy a
great deal of autonomy and choice, and students often create new knowledge and ideas. Not every student learns or
masters the exact same set of skills or knowledge.
Somewhere in between these two ends of the continuum might
be a reading workshop model with defined skills and strategies that
students need to learn, yet teachers are able to use resources based
on the learners in their classrooms. Another example is when students have learning objectives they have to master but can choose
the content or the format to learn. This allows for standardization
of the skills to be learned but customization by the leader and
learner on how to get there.
Students definitely need key foundational skills to be successful in school and in life. As such, we (educators and students)
benefit from standardized systems when replication is the goal,
but we also need room for flexibility to meet the needs of unique
individuals. Many school systems struggle to find this balance and
align the right approach to meet their goals. Although completing
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a worksheet with the main idea of a passage might help students
decipher the so-called right answer, I have yet to see how this practice has developed passionate lifelong readers. The work of leaders
is defining and navigating this balance based on the goals of the
system. Being clear about your end goal will help you clarify and
align your beliefs and practices (standardization or customization)
when designing learning experiences.

The Impact of Leadership on
Desired Teaching and Learning
Aligning schools with the world we live in is not about replacing
existing curriculum and instructional practices with technology. It
is about seeking to understand how students learn best. It is about
creating better experiences to help drive desired outcomes for all
students. The expectations, support, and models teachers experience all impact the culture in schools, which results in diverse
approaches to teaching and learning. As I have visited classrooms
and worked with diverse leaders, I have identified three types of
change in schools: 1) pockets of innovation, 2) device-centered
innovation, and 3) learner-centered innovation.
Pockets of Innovation
Isolated pockets of innovation exist in schools when individual
teachers have a desire to change while the staff as a whole lacks a
clear understanding of the goals or why change is necessary. There
is no shared vision of the desired teaching and learning. In these
schools, teachers often work in isolation and teach in their comfort zones without collaborating regularly with their peers. They
are neither supported nor pushed to change pedagogical practices.
A lack of structured time to engage in rich professional learning
is the norm in these schools. It’s rare for teachers or administrators in these schools to analyze the impact of teaching on student
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learning as part of their schoolwide expectations. Without time
and opportunities to discuss new thinking with their peers, innovative teachers in these situations remain isolated, and their ideas fail
to spread beyond their classrooms to impact the rest of the school
community. This climate can create frustration for teachers who are
pushing boundaries as well as for those who are comfortable with
the status quo. In addition to creating tension among colleagues,
these pockets of innovation often result in inequitable learning
opportunities for students.
Device-Centered Innovation
As technology becomes increasingly common in schools, technology-focused innovations begin with the digital applications
of programs and often replace paper worksheets or textbooks.
The majority of technology integration and professional learning
becomes focused on the device rather than on learner-centered
pedagogy. Technology is often piled onto what teachers have
always done or replaced it with little to no functional change in
how students learn.
Adding devices to a classroom can overwhelm some and be
new and exciting for others. It is tempting to see devices as the
key to engagement, but device-centered approaches rarely change
how students learn. Without clear goals for desired learning and
teaching and systems for examining evidence to ensure the new
programs and resources achieve the desired learning outcomes,
devices alone cannot transform schools. It’s the people who do
it—always has been and always will be.
Learner-Centered Innovation
Widespread learner-centered innovation is most often observed
in schools with a shared understanding of the vision, diverse opportunities and support for growth, development and innovation,
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and systems that foster a culture of collective efficacy to improve
outcomes for all students. The school leaders do not necessarily
see themselves as the experts, yet they lead with the belief that
excellent teaching can be accelerated by technology to create learner-centered experiences. These leaders ensure that the staff works
collectively toward desired outcomes through multiple measures
and evidence. In Part 2 of this book, we will explore learning experiences to make shifts that support learner-centered innovation.

Does Your What Achieve Your Why?
The misalignment between what we say we believe and what
we do creates tension for people and impacts motivation. Author
Simon Sinek aptly points out in his TED Talk,39 How Great Leaders
Inspire Action, that most organizations can tell you what they do
but not why they do it. This is true of many school systems. When
we are unclear as organizations about why we do what we do, it is
easy to let the systems of efficiency and standardization take over.
A hyper focus on improving standardized test scores can prevent
us from the larger goals of developing learners who can think, communicate, and be contributing members of society. I understand
that we have to focus on test scores because they are the measurements and how we are held accountable. I also know that if we
continue to do things the way they have always been done, we will
get the same results. If we truly value learners as individuals and
want students to be able to find and solve problems, communicate
effectively, and learn to learn, we can no longer simply prepare kids
for a test or for the next grade. We have to rethink how and what we
teach in schools to ensure we are creating space to model, guide,
and practice the skills that students need to be successful in life, in
work, and as contributing citizens.
39

Simon Sinek, “How Great Leaders Inspire Innovation,” Sept. 28, 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4ZoJKF_VuA.
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Concluding Thoughts
Empowering and inspiring those you serve to achieve great success requires leading with a unified vision, confidence, and sense of
purpose. To better align schools with the world in which we live, it
is critical to engage in conversations among diverse stakeholders to
develop a shared vision. Teachers need to not just be part of these
conversations; they need to lead them.
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#LCInnovation

Reflect and Connect Challenge

Share your thoughts, questions, and ideas using
#LCInnovation
{ Engage your team in the Significant Learning
activity. What are your most common themes? How
might you use them to create a shared vision for
desired teaching and learning?
{ How might you use an existing Graduate Profile or
create one to move toward a shared vision?
{ How do you create learner-centered experiences?
What might you add or revise in the characteristics
shared in this chapter?
{ How do your professional learning experiences
create opportunities to develop and sustain a
shared vision?
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